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The Palestinian Authority (PA) has come in for much criticism, some of it fair, some of it less 

so. The people most directly affected by the PA - Palestinians in the West Bank and, still to 

some extent, in the Gaza Strip - have lamented an inability to realise meaningful sovereignty 

and with it a measure of control over their lives. For the historical record, Palestinians were 

also quick to raise the matter of corruption – a phenomenon that impacted negatively on them 

much more than it did on the international community, which belatedly discovered the issue 

and adopted it for its own reasons. Palestinians have been vocally critical of the performance 

of the PA security services, pointing to arbitrary detention and lawless brutality in custody.  

The perpetuation of Israeli military occupation has also raised the question of whether or not 

the PA should be dissolved in its entirety – as the occupation proceeds, ought we to let the 

occupier take responsibility for it? Each critique has its merits, and there is little doubt that 

the evolution of the PA has disappointed almost everyone who witnessed the birth of it nearly 

20 years ago. However, I would contend that for all its many flaws, the PA at this point is a 

somewhat robust affair and is likely to be with us for some time to come. Moreover, here in 

this paper, I would like to shed some light on what I think are substantially positive aspects of 

the PA’s role and performance. In particular, I shall focus on the work of two PA institutions 

in Ramallah, the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS) and the Ministry of 



Planning, plus another further south in the West Bank, the Hebron Rehabilitation Committee 

(HRC).  

Conceptual framework  

The organising framework for my examination of the PA is the Foucauldian concept 

of biopolitics. Foucault’s concept captures a swing in the emphasis of government from 

territory (geopolitics), to people (biopolitics). Territory is quite obviously central to the 

Israel/Palestine conflict – I would not dispute that for a moment. But I will try to advance the 

claim that biopolitics – understood as the politics of population management – offers us 

another lens through which we might discern additional, fundamental aspects of the 

Israel/Palestine equation. For Foucault, population is something specific, not simply 

disaggregated people, but something delineated, something that can be quantified, measured, 

and through the state, manipulated. Population can be encouraged to grow or contract. All 

governments with any sort of state capacity engage in biopolitics; very often this may seem 

benign. When it is racialised, we may deem it less so.  

 

Let me add that of course I am not the first person to suggest applying the concept of 

biopolitics to this most intractable of conflicts, but I do hope that through the organisation of 

this study I can help take forward a nascent, exciting field and make a fresh contribution to 

analysis of post-Oslo Israel/Palestine. 

 

Project outline: Biopolitics in Israel/Palestine 

This paper is actually a component of a larger project that brings the biopolitical lens 

to the Israel/Palestine conflict as a whole. My contention is that the Zionist project is an 

intrinsically racialised biopolitical project: it looks to transform disaggregated Jewish people 

into a coherent European-style Israeli nation and to promote the health, wealth and 



demographic heft of that population through state intervention in a way that does not – 

indeed, cannot – apply to the non-Jewish population of Israel/Palestine. My intention is to 

explore this claim through examination of Zionist discourse and then to extend that into the 

lively (and, at times, highly controversial) demographic debate within Israel. The operation of 

Israeli institutions can then be examined for evidence of biopolitical imperatives in policy 

and practice.  The massive demographic re-engineering project underway in East Jerusalem 

provides a good case study of Zionist biopolitics unfolding on the ground. East Jerusalem is a 

case writ large of the ways in which Israeli efforts to steer the struggle with the Palestinians 

continue to break new ground in the practice of population management.  

 

In later stages of the project allow the biopolitical lens to be brought to bear equally on Israel 

and the OPT. Of the latter, I have previously tried to suggest biopolitics as a means of 

interpreting the dilemmas facing the PA police, military and intelligence services. I have 

presented these findings elsewhere, including one occasion last year in a seminar at the 

University of Otago. To paraphrase one respondent, I was told, ‘Yes, Nigel, this is all very 

well, but it is just so depressing; do the Palestinians not have any agency of their own?’  I was 

a little stung by that; we all know that, severe constraints notwithstanding, Palestinians have a 

good deal of agency and have often exercised it with courage and determination. In this 

paper, I strive to emphasise that. 

 

 Palestinian bureaucratic resistance 

The research informing this section draws on fieldwork conducted in the West Bank 

during summer 2011; it draws upon interviews with PA personnel and documentation from 

PA institutions. The main findings are that the PA engages in a type of biopolitics of its own, 

and that what we might call ‘Palestinian biopolitics’ offers a range of effective bureaucratic 



mechanisms through which the PA can resist – peacefully – the Israeli agenda.  Let us then 

turn to the work of PCBS and the Ministry of Planning.  

The Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics 

The first thing we might note about PCBS is that it is a substantial institution; we can 

see here that PCBS offices extend to several storeys (including four levels of basement). 

Moreover, it is a sophisticated, diversified institution with an array of different departments 

addressing various aspects of Palestinian life. Staff at PCBS are highly trained, diligent and 

erudite. 

 

 

Fig. 1: PCBS offices in Ramallah. Photographs are all author’s own, July 2011 

 

To give you a sense of the diversification at PCBS, component departments include the 

following: 

 training centre 

 planning and development directorate 

 population and social statistics directorate 



 economic statistics directorate 

 area statistics directorate   

 census directorate 

 international relations directorate 

 

Fig. 2: An organisational overview of PCBS departments. 

In what ways can PCBS be said to expedite biopolitical resistance? To begin with, as 

Foucault tells us, a population has to be known in order to be most effectively manipulated. 

Prior to the advent of the PA, as Zureik and others have demonstrated, demographers relied 

on Israeli statistics. PCBS changed that – Palestinian statistics, generated by Palestinian 

statisticians, on at least partly Palestinian terms – led to the first PA census in 1997 and a 

follow up ten years later. Subject to the constraints that we are all familiar with, those 



statistics can also be used for Palestinian ends. For that matter, with a bit of institutional 

capacity, Israeli statistics can also be used for Palestinian ends (but that is another story). But 

how does this help expedite resistance? Let me illustrate with two examples. First, PCBS can 

now compare census data across time and identify areas in which the Palestinian population 

appears to be growing or contracting: if it is growing (as in Ramallah) this can be used for 

planning essential services; if it is contracting (as in the Jordan Valley) this data can be used 

to identify areas of concern, enquiry into the causes, and possible means of intervention.  

Second, PCBS runs surveys of family expenses and consumption. Press releases informing 

the public of the presence and purpose of survey teams help generate buy-in from stake-

holders outside of the institution. The survey information generated on households, like the 

census data, can be used to identify areas of particular need and plan for support accordingly.   

 

 

The Ministry of Planning 

This brings me to the role of the Ministry of Planning, a similarly multi-storey and 

internally complex institution, this one in the Ramallah bureaucratic heartland of Masyun. 

Equipped with statistical data such as the Migration Survey in the Palestinian Territory, PA 

planners can begin to anticipate infrastructure needs, budgetary implications, and prepare for 

likely donor support.    



 

Fig 3: The Department of Spatial Planning 

The centrality of donor support to the PA has been widely reported (and critiqued), as have 

the dilemmas arising from funding for an institution that is prone to routine abuse and even 

demolition by the occupier. But donor support, of the type that may be channelled through 

the Ministry of Planning, can also expedite a measure of Palestinian resistance. For instance, 

as it was explained to me, Israel will likely not permit the PA to build a new hospital, or even 

a clinic, in the Jordan Valley. But it may permit USAID to do that, if the case is sufficiently 

strongly made, as it may be if the donor has established a degree of ownership over what 

began as a Palestinian priority. Alternatively, donor funding might be used to run mobile 

clinics in an area deprived of more permanent structures – typically Area C – where the risk 

of demolition is at its highest. I am not suggesting that ‘victories’ on this scale are a substitute 

for success on the big geopolitical items on the Palestinian nationalist agenda, including 

borders, territory and water. But in lieu of progress on those issues (and it has surely been 

elusive to date), what I have termed ‘biopolitical resistance’ offers a range of low-level and 

peaceable mechanisms through which the PA and donor community can support a Palestinian 

population under stress.  



The Hebron Rehabilitation Committee 

Further south in the West Bank and outside of the ‘bubble’ that is Ramallah, the HRC 

offers an example of modest success at support for the Palestinian population in Hebron. The 

initiative was launched during the era of Yasir Arafat, and the late PA president is 

commemorated fondly in the town centre. In conjunction with PA ministries, the HRC has 

scored a number of successes; perhaps most notably, the number of Israeli settlers inhabiting 

the town centre has steadfastly refused to increase for around a decade or so. In terms of 

architecture, the old city of Hebron has benefitted from a fairly substantial facelift – not 

dissimilar to areas of Islamic Cairo. But perhaps what is most impressive about the HRC is 

the sheer number of internal sponsors they have been able to attract in support of the project. 

This became apparent at a festival celebrating the HRC’s fifteenth anniversary last year. 

 

Fig 4: Mosaic commemorating Yasir Arafat’s patronage of the Hebron Rehabilitation 

Committee 



 

Fig 5: Plaque noting the support of the Spanish government for the HRC 

 

Conclusion 

The PA’s parent institution – the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) – has 

demonstrably struggled to adjust the geopolitical equation in Israel/Palestine; for all of the 

effort, first in armed struggle, then in diplomacy, and now after almost two decades of on/off 

negotiations, the PLO has failed to gain much traction on the borders of a would be 

Palestinian state, or on the greater part of the resources therein. There is, understandably, a 

good deal of disillusion with the PLO and with the OPT governing project, the PA. More 

recently, much criticism has been levelled at the Fayyad government, essentially on the 

grounds that under its leadership, the PA seems to have accommodated – however reluctantly 

- the Israeli occupation. But what if that occupation - and it appears so more than ever - really 

is entrenched, at least for now?  Might it be that through the quiet, peaceful work of PCBS, 

the Ministry of Planning, the HRC and numerous other agencies, that the PA has found a 

modest, and yet effective, means of supporting the population it purports – or at least aspires - 

to govern?  Might biopolitical resistance of the type documented here prove rather awkward 



for Israel to counter? And might international donors find themselves obliged to help? I put 

forward these thoughts as questions at least as much as answers. 


